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A new terrorist wave
organiz ed to explode
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.
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movements, enjoying the spectacle of "the West de
stroying itself from within," and have sometimes been
not exactly unhelpful to aspects of terrorist movements.
Just as East Bloc forces spent a reported one billion
rubles' worth of assistance to the "nuclear freeze" and
"peace movement" organized by Averell Harriman's
and Joseph Luns' circles, in rage against the Euro
missiles deployment, it is not entirely out of the question
that Moscow, out of rage, may not exactly interfere to
halt what they view as a "new effort of the West to
destroy itself from within."
The Israeli involvement in international terrorism
continues to be complex. Elements of Israeli inteIligence
and other organizations popularly believed, sometimes
erroneously, to be Israeli-controlled, have been deeply
involved inside international terrorism since approxi
mately 1969, as Italian official reports have documented
recently. This involved both Israeli monitoring of ter
rorist networks for counter-intelligence purposes, and
some use of such terrorist capabilities as assets for
covert operations, including the manufacturing of ter
rorist incidents calculated to justify Israeli military
actions in the Middle East. It must be understood that
Separatists ascendant: the Basque ETA.
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